➔

FAIR PLAY POLICY: Responsible Play, Fair play, Legality
Responsible Play:
➔

What is Responsible Play
A: We do not allow users below 18 years of age to play in the Cash contests

Fair Play:
➔

How genuine are my opponents on GoKhiladi
A: Transparency in our services, Trust and Responsibility towards our Users are
the core values that drive GoKhiladi. You can find some of our Fair Play initiatives
below.

GENUINE VERIFIED USERS
We strive to ensure that we only have genuine users playing on our platform. To
facilitate this, we have put in place strict policies and protocols to check any
violation of FairPlay. Before withdrawing their winnings, the Users are required to
verify their accounts & furnish their valid government authorized ID Proof - PAN
Card & bank account details. These details and documents are collected and
verified with the respective authorities.

EMPLOYEES RESTRICTIONS
Our employees are strictly prohibited from participating in any paid contests.

➔

DEADLINE
GoKhiladi initiates a deadline at the official match start time for all featured sports.
The teams cannot be updated/edited post the deadline of the respective match. This
deadline is put in place to ensure a continued level of playing field for all our users.
➔

How many accounts can I create with a single Email ID
A: You can create only one account with a single email id on GoKhiladi.
Creation of multiple accounts is strictly prohibited and violates our Fair
Play policy

➔

How safe is it to add my details on GoKhiladi
A: Our users trust us with their personal documents like PAN Cards and BANK
details. We value & uphold that trust in high esteem. The information shared with
us is only used for user verification purposes and is never disclosed to any outside
parties for whatsoever purposes

➔

How are the winners verified correctly
A: To ensure you can play Fair and compete with other users with full confidence,
GoKhiladi takes strict measures as mentioned below:

The scoring system used for calculating points is clearly illustrated and displayed
on our platforms

The applicable payouts for winners of each contest are clearly mentioned

Any winnings/payouts are promptly processed and credited to the User's account

Scores for each match are sourced from accurate scoring feeds provided by
reputable third party service providers.

➔

Legality:
➔

What is Game of skill considered as under Indian Laws
A: A game of skill is when a player invests his/her time in learning, practising and
refining his skill to perform in a particular game. The Supreme Court noted that
games of skill would be where
“success depends principally upon the superior knowledge, training, attention,
experience and adroitness of the player. It is also noted by the Supreme Court that
a Game of Skill will have a predominance of Skill Factor:
The principal legislation governing gambling in India is the Public Gambling Act,
1867 (“PGA”). The PGA criminalises the act of ‘gambling’ in a public forum
and the keeping of a ‘common gaming house’. The PGA, however, creates an
important exception in favour of games of skill, by stating that the provisions of
the PGA shall [not] be held to apply to any ‘game of mere skill’ wherever played.

➔

How do Indian Laws Differentiate between Betting and Fantasy Sports
A: A game completely depended on an outcome of a specific event without
involving any skill on the part of the participant is defined as Betting whereas
Fantasy Sports does not depend on the outcome of a real-life event and is purely
based on the skills of the participant involving knowledge of the sport, players
likely to participate, players’ forms, weather conditions and such other related
factors. The Outcome achieved by a participant of a Fantasy Sports Game has no
dependency whatsoever on the outcome of the real-life game.
The principal legislation governing gambling in India is the Public Gambling Act,
1867 (“PGA”). The PGA criminalises the act of ‘gambling’ in a public forum
and the keeping of a ‘common gaming house’. The PGA, however, creates an
important exception in favour of a game of skill, by stating that the provisions of
the PGA shall [not] apply to any ‘game of mere skill’ wherever played.

➔
➔ Is

the app Legal

A: GoKhiladi is completely legal in all the states except the states Except
Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Nagaland, Tami Nadu, Sikkim and Odisha
➔

What is the Minimum age requirement to play on GoKhiladi
A: GoKhiladi is Strictly Prohibited for Users who are aged below 18. If you know
any user playing GoKhiladi Who is under the age of 18. Report the person along
with a reason why you believe so.
➔

Can I use GoKhiladi in my state
A: Currently, the residents of Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Nagaland, Tami
Nadu, Sikkim and Odisha are not permitted to play Cash Contest.

